CASE STUDY

So, who are Tes Global and
what did they need?

Background
Tes Global is a fast-growing, digital education company committed to
supporting teaching and learning. Their mission is simply to help teachers,
schools and universities succeed. They are home to Tes and the world’s
largest online community of teachers, with over 8 million registered users.
We were approached by Tes Global to help them re-engage with over one
million lapsed users of their online education community and about whom they
had very little data. More specifically, they wanted to find out which of their
lapsed users had left teaching to encourage them back into the profession
through a highly-targeted Return To Teaching marketing campaign.

The Challenge

Prior to contacting us, Tes had tried to re-engage its lapsed users via email
but the vast majority were unresponsive to this method of communication.
As Tes had no profile data on this audience they could not identify the
ex-teachers, nor did they have any other means of contacting them.
As such Tes challenged Cyance to provide:
1) Insights on their lapsed users in order to identify the ex-teachers
2) An effective means to target them with their Return To Teaching proposition

Introducing...

Problem solved…
To solve Tes’s problem we deployed Nexus, our predictive marketing platform, to
establish a greater understanding of Tes’s audience, identify the ex-teachers most
likely to return to teaching and target them with digital adverts that promoted Tes’s free
Return To Teaching course as they surfed the internet. Here are the steps we took:

1. Securely on-boarded Tes’s lapsed user data into Nexus
2. Automatically searched across Nexus’ 650 million contact records to match to Tes’s
lapsed users
3. Enhanced each matched Tes contact record to include current and previous job roles
4. Analysed the enhanced contact data to identify individuals who were either;
(a) ex-teachers or (b) qualified to teach, but not currently teaching
5. Placed these contacts into a relevant audience segment ready for targeting
6. Securely and anonymously on-boarded these new Nexus target audience segments
into digital advertising providers and served Tes’s Return To Teaching ads to relevant
individuals as they surfed the web

Results…

Results
We identified more than 5,500 ex-teachers who fitted Tes’s ideal target profile for its
Return To Teaching campaign. We also uncovered an additional 76,240 lapsed users
who may have been interested in the Return To Teaching courses, based on their
qualifications and/or work experience.
We anonymously matched more than 70% of this audience to their online profiles so
that we could target them with Tes’s digital adverts.
Thanks to Nexus insights, Tes’s Return To Teaching course was oversubscribed
within the space of just 6 weeks, representing a 750% marketing return on investment.
The campaign is now being extended.

More than 5,500 ideal profile target lapsed teachers identified
Over 76,000 potentially interested lapsed users identified
750% marketing return on investment achieved
All achieved within just six weeks

Results
Craig Stevens, Chief Commercial
Officer at Tes Global, said:
“We’ve been completely blown away by the
results Cyance has enabled us to achieve in
such a short space of time.”
“Thanks to their Nexus solution, we have
discovered a unique and transformative way to
better understand and engage our audiences
with the right messages at the right time.”

For more information or to find out how Nexus could significantly transform your
marketing return on investment and sales pipeline, just like it did for Tes Global,
contact us on +44 (0)1295 724120 or results@cyance.com

DISCOVER YOUR NEXT CUSTOMERS HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT WITH NEXUS

